ABSTRACT. In this work is given a new pseudoniverse matrix method for balancing chemical equations. Here offered method is founded on virtue of the solution of a Diophantine matrix equation by using of a Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix. The method has been tested on several typical chemical equations and found to be very successful for the all equations in our extensive balancing research. This method, which works successfully without any limitations, also has the capability to determine the feasibility of a new chemical reaction, and if it is feasible, then it will balance the equation. Chemical equations treated here possess atoms with fractional oxidation numbers. Also, in the present work are introduced necessary and sufficient criteria for stability of chemical equations over stability of their extended matrices.
INTRODUCTION
Chemical equations are the most exploited part of theoretical as well as industrial chemistry. Every chemistry instructor doubtless has his favorite technique of balancing equations. Chemical equations are commonly written for two purposes: to show the probable reaction products, and to show the quantities of materials that enter into reaction. It is fortunate indeed that an extensive and comprehensive knowledge of sub-atomic phenomena is not essential in the balancing of equations. Every student, which has general chemistry as an obligatory subject, is bound to come across balancing chemical equations. It is highly important for chemistry student to be able to write and balance chemical A chemical equation is not only the shorthand writing of the chemist, but it should be a mental picture of an actual reaction. To the observant investigator, the equation should immediately remind him as to the physical nature and properties of the reactants, viz., color, state, etc., as well as the chemical result and its physical nature. Thus, a great deal of significance should be attached to the writing of chemical equations. The part of chemical mathematics called Stoichiometry deals with the weight relations determined by chemical equations and formulas. According to it, the balancing of chemical equations is important in this area. Since a chemical reaction, when it is feasible, is a natural process, the consequent equation is always consistent. Therefore, we must have a nontrivial solution and we should be able to obtain it assuming its existence. Such an assumption is absolutely valid and does not introduce any error. If the reaction is infeasible, then the only solution is a trivial one, i. e., the all coefficients are equal to zero.
HISTORICAL SURVEY
During the past years, numerous articles have appeared in scientific literature relative to the balancing of chemical equations. In this section is made a short survey of selected articles for balancing chemical equations. The selection criteria for references were intentionally wide, in order to include a large variety of topics. Balancing chemical equations in the scientific literature is considered from four points of view: mathematical, computational, chemical and pedagogical. Now, shortly we will describe these glances. · Jones for the first time in mathematics proposed the general problem for balancing chemical equations. 1 Krishnamurthy in his article 2 gave an algebraic approach for balancing chemical equations founded on virtue of a generalized matrix inverse. Little bit late Das 3 offered a simple scholarly technique, which was discussed in. 4, 5 One other technique for balancing chemical equation over an integer programming approach is given in, 6 while in 7 by using of a reflexive generalized inverse matrix is solved the general problem of balancing chemical equations given in. 1 The newest mathematical results for balancing chemical equations and their stability over a nonsingular matrix method are obtained in. Actually, to date in mathematics and chemistry there are only three strictly formalized consistent mathematical methods for balancing chemical equations, particularly they are the methods given in 7, 8 and right now presented method in this work, while other so called methods in chemical sense have a limited usage, and they are useful only for particular cases, especially for balancing chemical equations which possess atoms with integer oxidation numbers.
· In chemistry there are many published articles, which consider the use of computers for balancing chemical equations. All of these computational methods use some commercial softer packet. · University textbooks of general chemistry generally support the ion-electron technique as basic procedure for balancing chemical equation, because it makes the best use of fundamental chemical principles. Also, some authors advocated other techniques, which involve less algebraic manipulation that may deserve attention -particularly in classes of chemistry and chemical engineering majors.
30-56
Several simple chemical equations are solved by elementary algebraic techniques in. 45, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] Bottom-ley published the earliest article that makes use of the linear algebra method. 63 A set of various modifications, which implement this approach, is documented in.
31, 44, 45, [64] [65] [66] The case when the chemical equation has no unique solution received considerable attention in the education articles.
18,67-79 The equation represents two or more independently occurring reactions can be combined in varying stoichiometric ratios. 80, 81 Fixed ratios of reagents, observed experimentally in particular cases, are equivalent to a restriction on the coefficients that make a unique solution.
18
It is necessary to stress out that balancing chemical equations by inspection is equivalent to using the algebraic method or a computerized matrix algebra approach. 82, 83 The valence change method 30, and the ion-electron method [85] [86] [87] [88] 92, 100, [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] are also simple algebraic inspection techniques, subjected to exactly the same controls and limitations as the algebraic and matrix methods. Here it is good to emphasis that first Karslake in 114 considered balancing of ionic chemical equations. Actually, the technique suggested by García 115 can reduces the number of algebraic steps for ion-electron method. Above both mentioned methods -the valence change method and ion-electron method begin by establishing the relative proportions of reagents taking part in separate oxidation and reduction components of a redox reaction. Then, each technique uses a lowest common multiplier to enforce a principle of conservancy -for instance, conservation of oxidation number change in the case of the oxidation number method. Johnson in his article 116 defined the equivalent term oxidation stage change on this subject.
Stout in 117 presented three redox reactions as puzzles. Each one can be shown as simple redox system, which may easily be balanced using here offered method. After this article was published, the followed other debatable articles with critical accent.
118-123
· Balancing chemical equations through the pedagogical point of view is given in the articles. 112, [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] This approach is very interesting for the education of chemical research. A check of the hypothesis that formal reasoning and a sufficiently large mental capacity are required to balance more complex many-step equations is made over a test to determine level of intellectual development, mental capacity, and degree of field dependence/field independence of the students. 134 
PRELIMINARIES
Now we will introduce some well known results from the matrix algebra. Throughout, the set of m×n matrices over a field will be denoted by R 
. If the matrix A does not have full rank, i.e., A is an m×n matrix and rank A = r < min(m, n), then pseudoinverse A + can be constructed from the singular value decomposition A = UDV 
where det(·) denotes a determinant and I is an n×n identity matrix. Definition 3. 3. The polynomial a n λ n + a
which results from evaluating the determinant (3.1)
is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A.
The above polynomial of degree n≥1 with real coefficients a i (0 ≤ i ≤ n), where a n ≠0, by the fundamental theorem of algebra has n (not necessarily distinct) roots λ 
where stab(ExtA¦B) = max{λ, λ∈σ(ExtA¦B)} is the stability modulus of ExtA¦B and T denoting transpose.
Definition 3. 9. The extended matrix ExtA¦B is stable if stab(ExtA¦B) < 0.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we will give a completely new method for balancing and stability of chemical equations. Given analysis is done for arbitrary chemical equation presented in its general form. Last equation if we present in a matrix form, actually we obtain (4. 4). Now we will prove the following result. On the other hand, from (4. 12) it follows that 
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows directly from the definition 3.7.
Theorem 4. 7. For any matrix ExtA¦B∈R it holds stab(ExtA¦B) = inf{μ(ExtA¦B), μ is a Lozinski measure on R n }.
(4.18)
Proof. The relation (4.18) obviously holds for diagonizable matrices in view of (4.17) and the first two relations in (3.6). Furthermore, the infimum in (4.18) can be achieved if the matrix ExtA¦B is diagonizable. The general case can be shown based on this observation, the fact that ExtA¦B can be 
approximated by diagonizable matrices in and the continuity of μ(·), which is implied by the property
Remark 4. 8. From the above proof it follows that
The same relation holds if μ is replaced by μ
There are more results for stability criteria obtained in the works.
139,140
For the matrices A and B given in the theorem 4.2, let rankA¦B=ρ and kerA¦B=κ, where ker denotes the nullity or kernel of matrix A¦B. According to 141 , the deterministic approach is important, since it enables us to classify the chemical reaction as:
1º infeasible when the nullity of the reaction matrix A¦B is zero; 2º unique (within relative proportions) when the nullity of the reaction matrix A¦B is one; or 3º non-unique when the nullity of the reaction matrix A¦B is bigger than one.
Possible cases of balancing chemical equations are the following 1. If m≥ r + s = ρ, then κ = r + s -ρ = 0, i. e., trivial solution x, y = 0, the reaction is infeasible.
2. If m≥r + s, ρ = r + s -1, then κ = r + s -ρ = 1, unique solution x, y > 0, i. e., the reaction is feasible and is unique.
In practical terms this means that the general procedure for obtaining these coefficients is to solve the system of linear equations derived from the principles of conservation of matter and charge, applied to the reaction element-by-element.
3. If m≥r + s, ρ < r + s -1, then κ = r + s -ρ > 1, κ (>1) linearly independent solutions x, y > 0, i. e., the reaction is feasible and is non-unique.
4. If m < r + s, ρ ≤ m, then κ = r + s -ρ≥1, κ (≥1) linearly independent solutions x, y > 0, i. e., the reaction is feasible and is non-unique.
Last two kinds of the reactions are puzzling in that they exhibit infinite linearly independent solution all of which satisfy the chemical balance, and yet they are not all chemically feasible solutions for a given set of experimental conditions. A unique solution is obtained by imposing a chemical constraint, namely, that reactants have to react only in certain proportions.
AN APPLICATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section will be applied above method on many chemical equations for their balancing. All chemical equations balanced here appear first time in professional literature and they are chosen with an intention to be avoided to date all well know chemical equations which were repeated many times in the chemical journals for explanation of certain particular techniques for balancing of some chemical equations using only atoms with integer oxidation numbers.
1º First we will consider an infeasible reaction, i. e., the case when the nullity of the reaction matrix is zero. The rank of the above matrix is ρ = 11. Since the nullity of the reaction matrix is κ = r + s -ρ = 5 + 6 -11 = 0, then we have only a trivial solution x, y = 0, that means that the reaction is infeasible.
2º Next, we will consider the case when the chemical reaction is feasible and is unique, i. e., the nullity of its reaction matrix is one. Here we will balance many special chemical equations with a goal to show the power of the offered mathematical method. From the schemes given below are determined the matrix of reactants A and the matrix of the products B, i. e.,
The reaction matrix A¦B, according to the definition 3. 5 obtains the form The rank of the above matrix is ρ = 9. Since the nullity of the reaction matrix is κ = r + s -ρ = 3 + 7 -9 = 1, then we have only a unique solution, that means that the reaction is feasible. Next, we will determine the solution x, y. like a characteristic case will be balanced too. From the schemes given below are determined the matrix of reactants A and the matrix of the products B.
The reaction matrix A¦B, according to the definition 3. 5 obtains this form
The rank of the above matrix is ρ = 10. Since the
Fe(CN) 
Fe(CN) =0.012. The Lozinski measures of ExtA¦B given by (3.6) with respect to the three common norms (3.5) 3º Next, we will consider the case when the chemical reaction is non-unique, i. e., when the nullity of its reaction matrix is bigger than one. Actually, this method is unique method both in mathematics and chemistry, which generalize to date the all known methods and particular techniques for balancing chemical equations cited in the bibliography given below. In other words speaking, the mathematical method given here is applicable for the all possible cases for balancing chemical equations, does not matter what kind of atoms they possess -fractional or integer oxidation numbers. Also, this method determine and r + s -ρ linear independent solutions when κ > 1, i.e., when the reaction is feasible and is non-unique. This is the main advantage of the method in relation of other known particular methods and techniques.
For all considered chemical equations which have a unique solution is made stability analysis, and as shown results all of them are unstable. This stability analysis is founded on virtue of the Lozinski measures of extended matrix.
